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Spreadsheet
Mistakes
Issue No. 1

Introduction
Many companies rely on spreadsheets as a key tool in their financial reporting
and operational processes. As a result, the use of spreadsheets is an integral
part of the information and decision-making framework. As some companies
have discovered, errors in relatively simple spreadsheets can result in potential
material misstatements in their financial results.

Potential Risks
Because spreadsheets can be easily changed and may lack certain
control activities, they are subject to increased inherent risk and error.
Some of the typical errors that occur in spreadsheets include:
Input error: Errors that arise from flawed data entry, inaccurate
referencing or other simple cut-and-paste functions.
Logic error: Errors in which inappropriate formulae are created and
generate improper results.
Interface errors: Errors from the import or export of data with other
systems.
Other errors: Errors include inappropriate definition of cell ranges,
inappropriately referenced cells or improperly linked spreadsheets.

Necessary Level of Controls
for the Spreadsheet
The appropriate combination of
the following controls should be
considered to help mitigate the
risks inherent in a spreadsheet
environment:
Change Control
Version Control
Access Control
Input Control
Security and Integrity of Data
Documentation
Development
Back-ups
Archiving
Logic Inspection
Segregation of Duties/Roles and
Procedures
Overall Analytics
The level of controls
implemented should be
considered relative to the
spreadsheet’s use, complexity
and required reliability of the
information.

Spreadsheet Mistakes - Real Case Scenarios
“More than 90% of spreadsheets contain serious errors, while more than 90%
of spreadsheet users are convinced that their models are error-free. As the
spreadsheet is the favourite software tool of a great many accountants, this
could be a recipe for disaster” – ACCA: Talking Technology (May 2008).

How easy it is to change a spreadsheet, how hard to do
version control...
“A Bank is teetering on the edge of bankruptcy. There is no system of control
on which the auditors can rely nor were there satisfactory auditing procedures
that could be performed to obtain reasonable assurance that the provision
for doubtful debts is adequate and valid, note the auditors. Auditors found
that a loan payable amount changed from N$59,5 million on one spreadsheet
to N$50,4 million on another, while the total arrears was decreased from a
whopping N$9,8 million to only N$710 000.”
Risk: Loss of Financial Control
Avoidance: Change control, Version Control

Numbers entered as text lose school €30.000 from
budget
“A school governor explained how his school faced a €30.000 shortfall because
values in a budget spreadsheet had not been added up correctly. With help
from several of excel specialists, he managed to identify the underlying
problem was due to budget figures being entered as right-aligned text values
rather than as numbers. The text figures were not included within the =Sum
calculation and rippled through to the school’s budget submission. He
acknowledged that he often gets text values turning up in Excel spreadsheets
when he extracts data from his accounting system using the ODBC
mechanism.”
Risk: Budget Shortfall
Avoidance: IT training practices, Input Control, Logic Inspection, CrossChecks/ Overall Analytics

Mutual mistake? Tough luck
“In a loan dispute, a spreadsheet prepared by a claimant sought to calculate
the total interest due under the loan. A mistake was not discovered during the
negotiations and, in due course, the parties agreed a settlement figure of €55.000
on the mutually mistaken assumption that this equated to a rate of interest
of about 45%. In truth, €55.000 equated to an interest rate of approximately
33%. The court held the mistake was not the fault of either the parties and,
furthermore, there was no warranty as to the spreadsheet. They were commercial
parties and had agreed on a fixed sum. They were both (mutually) mistaken and
there was no injustice.”
Risk: Financial Loss
Avoidance: Controls over Development, Documentation for the Development,
Logic Inspection, Overall Analytics

Cooking the books with a spreadsheet: about US
$20bn
“Internal investigations indicate that bank accounts ‘were computer-engineered’
by a key accounting manager. The Company, using the Equation banking system,
fell victim to the crafty managers who tabulated a pre-tax profit of nearly $873
million in October yet the software records a near $20 billion loss. The internal
audit particularly targets the information and technology department for aiding
the creative accounting scandal. ‘I strongly feel that the adjustments noted above
are done on an Excel spreadsheet and they are adjusted backwards from the
management accounts back to the Equation system, i.e. the management accounts
showing desired results are prepared first, then adjustments to tie up to Equation
are made,’ the report says.”
Risk: Fraud, Bankruptcy or Central Bank Bailout
Avoidance: Compliance with Banking Laws, Access Control, Security and Integrity
of Data, Segregation of Duties and Roles and Procedures

Adding apples and oranges
“My office did prepare a table that double-counted dividends provided and
projected… It was the most obvious and fundamental of mistakes in a simple
spreadsheet. I wish to register my regret regarding the matter, particularly as it
has more than undone an effective grassroots campaign … I do have one very
contrite staffer who has otherwise been performing exemplary work.” [Another
speaker] “What it shows is absolutely no financial credibility, no capacity, even
when it is so obvious, to work out what the problem was. But even worse, he
added the cash dividends out of the cash flow statement to profits from the
operating statement. It is like adding apples and oranges.”
Risk: Public Embarrassment, Loss of Credibility
Avoidance: Controls over Development, Documentation for the Development,
Logic Inspection, Review/ Overall Analytics by Person with Knowledge of Finance

Reportable condition: $2M
“We noted the following errors while testing the fiscal year indirect cost rate: The
indirect cost electronic spreadsheet for the Company’s direct salaries and benefits,
titled “Short Form Method,” had a cell that was linked to an incorrect spreadsheet.
This resulted in an overstatement of the direct cost base by over $2 million.”
Risk: Reported Breach of Standards
Avoidance: Check External Links/ Logic Inspection, Overall Analytics

Risk assessment and internal control
Admittedly, many companies rely on spreadsheets as a key component in their
financial reporting and operational processes. It is clear that the flexibility of
spreadsheets sometimes comes at a cost. A risk assessment by organisations on
spreadsheet development / use could to some extent mitigate the risks of error
intentional or otherwise.
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